It is shown that the double sequence {Xm"} with X"" = 1 if n < m and 0 otherwise is an Lp multiplier for the Walsh system in two dimensions only if p = 2. This result is then used to show that the one-dimensional trigonometric system and the Walsh system are nonequivalent bases of the Banach space Lp[0, 1], and hence have different Lp multipliers, 1 < p < oo, p # 2.
Because of the great similarity between the Walsh system and the trigonometric system, one would expect T2 to be bounded on Z/([0, 1] X [0, 1]), 1 < p < oo. However, this is not the case. In §2 we will show that T2 is not bounded on Lp except for p = 2. This result is then used in §3 to give a negative answer to a question of P. Enflo: Are the trigonometric system and the Walsh system equivalent bases of the Banach space Lp[0, I], 1 < p < oo, p ^ 21 Finally in §4 we will deduce from the nonequivalence that the
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Moreover, since /|2*~ori(x)\P dx < Cpkp/2 by Khintchin's inequality [6, I, p. 213], we have
(2) ||/,||;= / 2 r,(x) dx f 2~k R (I + rj(y)) dy < Cpkp/22~k,
where Cp denotes a constant depending only on p.
On the other hand, for 1 < / < k,
T1fkl(x,y) = 2-k 2 fr,-1(s)wm(x)ds n < m + n\m k-\ ■ f II (\ + rj(t))wn(t) dtwm(x)wn(y). /* II (1 + rj(t))w"it)dt= 1 ifn<2k
n<2'~' + n;n<2* Let « = 2°l0e72y with e, = 0 or 1. We observe that n < 2'"1 4-n if and only if £,_, = 0. Therefore 2 h>"oo= n (i + ow)
n<2'-' + n;«<2'1 0<y< <:;>#/-1 = { n (1 + 000) + n (i + o^ + 2-o).
From (3) and (4), we have
and hence nfk(x,y) = \ fk{x,y) + } 2 fu(*,y + 2"').
Since "4(x, _>>) and /w(x, y 4-2"'), / = 1, . . . , k, have mutually disjoint supports, it follows from (1) that
Combining (2) and (5), we obtain, for p < 2, \\Tifk\\p/\\fk\\P> 2-%-Wp-^^cc asfc^cc.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Z™=0anun E L"(I) implies g~2~=0A"a"w" E LP(I). We will deduce from Theorem 2 the following By the closed graph theorem, {A"} g MiLp, {wn}), contradicting our assumption. This proves (8). Similarly we can show that there is a constant C such that for every "Z^0ane2,ri"' G Lp, r °° ' r °° " (9) / 2 anwn(x)e2^"' dt < C/ / 2 a**2""" *> xG[0, 1].
«=0 J n=0
We will now show that (8) and (9) imply the equivalence of {wn) and {e2mnx}. To see this, let ax, . . . , aN be any numbers. From (8), we have p p ff ^ane2^'wn(x) dxdt<Cppf ^ anw"(x) dx. 
